The 2011 KYFA Finals was a culmination of eight months of league competitions for about 3000 boys and girls aged 8-18. Participating teams for boys’ Under 12, 14, 16, 18 and ladies Under 14 Finals were drawn from two best teams from 17 leagues as played out in the quarter-finals. There were also two exhibition matches for two top teams in Boys U-10 and Ladies U-18, as there was only one league each in these categories. KYFA officials estimated that over 1000 spectators came to watch the finals!

**2011 KYFA CHAMPIONS**

**Boys**
- U-10  Real Kisumu Carwash
- U-12  Manyatta United
- U-14  Obunga Babes
- U-16  Real Kisumu Carwash
- U-18  KYS-Net Academy

**Girls**
- U-14  Shaurimoyo Ladies
- U-18  Kisumu Leeds

True Sportsmanship! Above, Obunga Babes (white) and Lake Victoria Stars (yellow) pray in front of a mammoth crowd at the conclusion of their under 14 Finals. Obunga Babes won the match 1-0. This exemplifies KYFA’s emphasis on sportsmanship, on and off the field. Left: KYS-Net Academy receives U-18 Trophy from Joffry Bukachi, Kisumu North District Sports Officer.
The success of the day was made possible through the generous contributions of different individuals and corporate bodies. In particular, we wish to thank:

- **Chandaria Industries Ltd** for supporting the 2011 KYFA Velvex Ladies league and for donating trophies and medals to the ladies champions and t-shirts to all volunteers during the Finals.
- **United Millers**, for their generous donation of bread and mandazis that helped feed all finalists and other KYFA players in attendance.
- **Kenya Co-operative Creameries (KCC)** for their donation of yoghurt to all finalists.
- **Nildeep, Amito Stores** and **Fulchand Raisha** stores for their donation of materials used for making 460 bibs for 37 teams.
- **Coaches across Continents** for donating over 100 sports jackets as awards.
- Individuals well-wishers from the U.S., especially **Joyce Maier**, for donating 79 trophies.